
Goals for Oswestry - Healthy Town

Explore sustainable travel
opportunities

Improve connectivity and
movement in and around

the town and improve
active travel opportunities

Ensure there is a vibrancy
mix across key areas of the

town

Make better use of open
space (public realm and

green space)

Health and Well Being -
supporting access to
services and social

interactions (healthy
economies)

Considered provision for
public conveniences/facilities

Environment considerations
- air pollution / climate

change

Vision Statements

Masterplan Vision

Healthy Town - where people come first - designing streets and
junctions for people

Oswestry will widen its appeal and expand its reach - a
place of choice for work, rest and play

Radically improved interchange connections - through a
reimagined station hub

Oswestry's past is the foundation for its future - bringing
underused historic assets back to life

Off Topic Board

.

 Major obesity problem in the country; McDonalds at
forefront of this.  McDonalds - moving into Oswestry.

 Government - help to young people but they will
gravitate towards these places.  Health problem that is

growing and will be a bind on the NHS in the future.
How do we stop this happening?

Issues that should discuss:
local plan needs to concentrate on things the local authority

can do.  Is it possible for Local Authority to influence
McDonalds? Local authority can pick up government policies -

Change Gear - all about cycling and health.  The more we
move transport to cycling/walking the better.  SC looking at
spending share of £2b - properly spent around the area we

live in.  Terrain can be level in area.  Develop a cycle network -
safely. In Oswestry it is not safe; cycling provision is

inadequate.  A network to make use of the level terrain and
join, West Felton, Kinnerley, Llanymynech, focussed on

Oswestry - joining major employers.  Is enormous scope in
the area and lack of anything to encourage cycling.  Network

should be designed and put forward - disused railway tracks -
or alongside the railways.

Good points made re cycling networks.  Active Travel -
cycling into policy at SC.  Feeding into town shaping to

go forwards.  Cycling - nationally, a refocus on. Focus on
public transport also. Key to all this movement is the

linkages between the different streams. Cycling, walking
and public transport networks - making sure they have

the right links to cross over is what is needed.  Take
leads from SBTP - has buy in from the relevant players -
influencers and decision makers.  All goes hand in hand

- leads to potential of reduction of goods vehicles,
vehicles in town centres, a less focused street scene
would encourage cycling.  Advantage with all this is

improvements in air quality and noise pollution.

Re cycle ways and railway lines - conversions of a
railway line in Liverpool into a bridle path, cycling path,
walking path, picnic areas - is well utilised. Are we able
to use the Gobowen railway line for this or wait, for a
further prolonged time for the railway link to come

forward?
AN update - Cambrian Rail has applied for reversal

Beeching Fund Gobowen to Oswestry.  Supported by
local authority, Owen Paterson MP - will know whether
we are through to next round for funding for feasibility

study.  
Oswestry to Gobowen - main link would connect

railway line in other direction is Heritage Railway run
by Cambrian Rail also.  Cambrian Rail is potentially

looking at this in the future for freight.

Western Rhyn - looking at cycling project - need to
consider places like Western Rhyn also in the
cycling/movement projects.  Re Train link to

Gobowen - progress is welcome. Gobowen is not
Oswestry - Oswestry needs a rail link! so that we can

get people in from the surrounding areas - and
visitors from London to OSWESTRY  - Gobowen is not

seen as a place to visit.

USA experience: Training centre (Colorado) has made
people in the area very active! has impacted on how

they eat out.  Spend their free time actively!  Tennessee
- Chattanooga population 80 - 100k - had poor air
quality - businesses left, economy died.  Radically,

electric buses were provided in the down town section
of town - FREE to ride anywhere in the centre. People
don't drive as don't want to pay parking; people take
the bus. Taking an ordinary bus from the outer area -
electric and free in centre.  Reduced maintenance in
streets, reduced noise pollution. Considered that we
should look at other places that have solved traffic

congestion in towns - looking at how all connects (not
all self-supporting) - a whole package making financial

sense. Public and private sector worked together.

Before the pandemic - Gobowen station car park
always full.  Brings people in from mid wales to go on
the mainline - car park full. People travel elsewhere to

board a train as they know they can park at the station.

Western Rhyn - are considering linking cycle network
with the canal.  Green Shoots Western Rhyn,

considered purchasing an electric cargo bike - some
kind of infrastructure to support people in hilly terrain

is needed - not always needs to be considered that
cycling is on flat terrain.

We have to be more coherent about our attitude to
vehicles.  Active Travel Scheme - mini Holland scheme -

Oswestry probably unable to apply for one as it
demands segregated walk/cycle walkways and number
of people affected is too small but Oswestry needs to
prepare for this infrastructure for more funding later.
Vehicles - do we want them in the town centre - a rural

town. Women - valuable to have input into town
centres (Woman's Hour programme) e.g. for shopping

at the moment - being busy, working, don't want to
spend an hour on public transport - by car is

convenient.  Normal strategy for consultants is to de-
traffic but Oswestry is very dependent on vehicles -

what do we want needs to be worked out.  Slow traffic
so cycling and walking is possible? vehicles? need to

consider a conversation about what our relationship is
with cars/vehicles in the town. If we come up with a

plan need to know to what extent, we are or are not a
car town and what to sacrifice.

A point that was picked up in the Allies and Morrison
workshop - a feature of Oswestry is that it draws a lot

of people in from the countryside and they need to
come in by cars as distance and terrain doesn't allow

them to travel by cycle.

Totally agree on the point that need to work out what
percentage of the lifeblood of the town depends on
traffic.  Example of Holywell that pedestrianisation/
restricted vehicles killed the town - vehicles allowed

back in - business occupiers are getting better business
when cars were re-introduced.  Every town in the

country has its own ability to cope with different levels
of traffic - a critical mass - have to be careful as to what

you do to a town - essential to get the balance right.
Retailers - Church Street - they liked the fact that

people could stop outside and shop. Types of uses for
the future needs to be considered - not just coming
into town for coffee- essential some retailers kept in
the town.  Need to work out what Oswestry needs -

even if don't get voluntary feedback from retailers in
the town need to engage them in this - they need to be
able to have their say at this stage rather than object at
a later stage.  How viable are the businesses and what
enables them to work needs to be drawn out. Church

Street is potentially the area to be focussed on.

HO TM agreed that this is fundamental moving
forward.

Contributor is able to come in by car,
park and use a very small amount of

road space as a pedestrian.  Cars have
greater amount of space allocated to

them and provides the wrong
environment for a town centre.  No

reason for people to put their cars in
Church Street when pedestrians have a

limited amount of space. Amount of
space needs a radical rebalancing

accordingly.  Conditions for pedestrians
are v poor. Parking outside a shop door

is a wrong use of space.

Fear about pedestrianisation? Chester - bus
hubs - in Bridgnorth also now. Could

Oswestry develop something like this - cars
outside the town, electric (?) vehicle taking

you into town.

How unhealthy do we think Oswestry
is now in comparison to other places.
 Haven't we already got a good start

that we can build on rather than
change?  Great place to be already - is

some of what we are trying to do
changing it completely?  

Masterplan vision - baseline position?
key locations - development of

projects  

Could we develop more of the open
spaces that we have - Wilfred Owen

green?, access to the Hill Fort? Are we
making the best of the spaces we have
got rather than just thinking about the

traffic in and out of town.

Open space and access - Festival
square - first class.  

Traffic and parking in Church Street -
one way and Covid measures
introduced were much better.

Location of the bus station - some
discussion in proposed

masterplan. If improving access by
public transport to town centre is a

10 min walk, not encouraging
people to use the bus - need to site
the bus station closer to the town

centre where the shops are.

Bus Station - could get any closer to the
town - nowhere else to put it?

Paid from public realm to
improve x4 alley ways in the

town centre.  The HAZ scheme -
funding from the Heritage

Action Zone Historic England -
looking at improvements on
alleyways in town. They have

challenges, need improvement.
and 

Is the HSHAZ funding of £250k
for 4 alley ways? 

Feasibility study underway -
consultants looked at the

historic alleyways but HSHAZ
also looking at wider public
realm improvements, castle

mound conversations

£210k shop front repairs, is
this being paid direct to

landlords?

Offer of around £12k grants
are to business applicants

including landlords and
tenants. Set criteria for the use
of the funding set by Historic

England.

Pick up offline and circulate
information about HSHAZ and

Heritage England funding.

Bus station at the moment is a calm place. The plan
in the masterplan is the consultant's idea of closing

the bus station and moving it onto the street.  Is
complete safety IN a bus station; on the street two-

way traffic, get off bus, likely to have to cross the
street - 2-way traffic running through diabolical.  No
road safety audit done - Contributor will continue to

make this point until his point is answered.

Other effect of proposals is that it will concentrate
traffic that is at the moment spread out, it will -

bring all traffic together on Oswald Road - which
will concentrate the pollution, noise and also means

that there is not a lot of space with no ability to
cater for cyclists.  The proposal is unsafe from a

cyclists and pedestrians point of view, pollution and
noise.  

 HO - the "two-way piece" is a suggestion, an idea -
can't answer it until we have done the detailed

work that hasn't been done - what comes through
this is an opportunity to explore. Until we have

done the detailed elements and testing can't have
the answers.  Follow up offline.

Red Square - wonderful experiment.  Mental health is a
huge aspect of health in general. Problems in Oswestry

related to mental health seen in the pandemic.  For
many people in neighbourhood - the town centre for
social encounters, accessing services is an important
element of supporting mental health.  If number of
vehicles were slowed to a trickle and more spaces

available would allow for random meetings in a town
centre which are important to the community,

particularly the elderly, 
reducing the traffic, making it safe, making the

environment clean and free of pollution and noise
pollution - contributor would like to support all the

proposals wholeheartedly.

When considering a healthier place to live -
regarding young people - what activity venues

are being looked at for the young people of
Oswestry as omitted from the

process/masterplan.

.
JB - online workshops with school, through

displays - a champion in the school all will be
shared with the school.

Very welcome - the changes to Church
Street - potentially one way.

AN - positives come from Covid for the
changes to Oswestry - Festival Square,

Church Street

Festival Square - great . A similar buzz and
vibe elsewhere - Church Street, Cross Street.
 AN - plans for buildings on Cross Street and
through the HAZ fund looking at buildings to
come forward as possible flagship projects
and if not the owners may be required to

bring the properties up to standard. Public
realm - pedestrian friendly - Cross St is not

being forgotten and is in the process.

Cross Street - Oswestry has a lot of
"thinking skilled " people - Town
council , FOG, SC  might launch a

competition "to make Cross Street
a better place to be" - for local

designers to bring Cross Street as a
more pleasant place to be and

consult the residents/town on the
results.  Use the untapped resource

for this - we have people in
Oswestry that can do this.

As we make the plans and changes
need to remember those that are not
able-bodied - unable to get around as

able bodied people can.  Not all are
able or want to walk or bicycle.  Need

to make sure they can get into the
buildings, shops.  The bus/electric type

vehicles, if had them, needed to be
adequate for those that can't step up

and in.

Could we convert a shop into a
brand-new public toilet?  If are

attracting the visitors need this.

HO acknowledged how important
this is and facilities is an important
element to visitors/those in town.

 Will take this through to Arren
Roberts on the town council.  Bad

facilities can stop people coming in
to town. 

Needs to be a real state of the art
toilet.

Noted by contributor: One of the
biggest enquiries when lock down

easing was "were the public
toilets open?"

Toilet facilities in Home
Bargains - are part of the
leased arrangement to
the shops rather than

being open to the public.

Ideal bus station position could
contain a public toilet and close to

other connections - also a coffee bar.


